Privacy & Cookie Policy Plugwise
This is Plugwise B.V.'s privacy & cookie policy (“Plugwise”)
Plugwise is responsible for the processing of all personal data that Plugwise collects through this website
www.plugwise.com, through the conclusion of an agreement between you and through your use of the Plugwise
system.
Personal data
Plugwise receives your personal data through our website or through other ways. For instance, when you register, apply for the newsletter, request an offer, place an order, install the Plugwise software or use the Plugwise
system.
If you purchase the Plugwise system directly from Plugwise, Plugwise will receive among other things your IP
address and the details that you provide to Plugwise, including but not limited to your name, address, place of
residence, e-mail address and possible bank details.
If your Plugwise system is not directly acquired from Plugwise, but obtained from a specially selected Plugwise
partner or distributor, Plugwise will only receive the following personal data when you use the Plugwise system
and activate the Plugwise software:
your e-mail address, the country you are residing in or where your business has been established and the 4
digits of your postal code.
After activation of the Plugwise software we will immediately delete the link between your licence code and your
e-mail address. Your e-mail address will only be used to inform you about software updates.
No other personal data will be processed by Plugwise, unless you consented to the processing of your personal
data.
Energy consumption data
When you install the Plugwise system with the supplied software, Plugwise receives the licence code of your
Plugwise software and your energy consumption data from the devices you connected to the Plugwise system.
This concerns data regarding the devices themselves, the moment at which these devices were used and the
length of time of usage. We also refer to the Licence terms of Plugwise.
These data are always anonymous and therefore cannot be traced back to natural persons and/or your business
details unless, through the software, you explicitly consented to link your personal data to your energy usage
data
Purposes and recipients
Your personal data will be used by Plugwise to offer you our services, such as sending software updates for the
Plugwise system, to improve our products and to gather information concerning the energy consumption or energy savings of the Plugwise system users at different levels (e.g. in a certain period of time and/or of a certain
group). In addition, Plugwise uses your personal data to contact you, send newsletters, answer questions and
inform you of Plugwise’s current and future products or services. Insofar as legally required, Plugwise will ask
your permission before sending you this type of information.

Plugwise may provide your personal data to third parties, which will process your personal data as described in
this privacy & cookie policy according to Plugwise’s instructions and under Plugwise’s responsibility. In addition,
Plugwise may also inform you by e-mail about special selected offers from third parties selected by Plugwise, if
you granted Plugwise permission to do so. If you no longer wish to receive commercial messages, you may send
an e-mail to Plugwise, unsubscribe@plugwise.com, stating your name and postal address.
Access, correction and objection
You have the right to access your personal data that Plugwise has processed at any time. If you are of the opinion that your personal data as used by Plugwise are incorrect, incomplete or not relevant, you may also request
Plugwise to complete, correct or delete such personal data. If you no longer wish to receive commercial messages from Plugwise, you may raise an objection at any time. Regarding these matters you may contact Plugwise by sending an e-mail to unsubscribe@plugwise.com stating your name and postal address.
Forum
In case Plugwise decides to establish a forum and you make use of this forum, Plugwise may show certain data
as provided by you in the designated public profile pages. When you complete your profile it will be clearly indicated which data are public and which are not. If you do not wish these data to be public, you may leave the
indicated areas blank in your profile.
Security and retention period
The transfer and storage of your personal data is secured by means of modern standard technical measures.
Plugwise will not retain your personal data longer than required for the purposes mentioned above.
If you close your forum account, you may wish to delete or amend (de-identify) the messages you already
posted on the website as to ensure that your messages are no longer identified with you.
Cookies and website information
The Plugwise website may make use of "cookies" to help you log in and to personalise your online activities.
Cookies are small text files that a website sends to your internet browser that places the text file on the hard
drive of your computer. By doing so, the website is able to recognise you at your next visit. Cookies cannot be
used to activate programs or to pass on viruses. If a cookie does not need to store personal data, Plugwise will
not store that data. You yourself can decide to accept or refuse cookies. Most browsers accept cookies automatically, but often you can change the setting of your browser so as to establish that your browser does not
accept cookies. If you choose to refuse cookies it may occur that you are no longer able to log in or use the interactive applications of the Plugwise website or the services that require the use of cookies. The cookies remain
valid for a period of thirty days after your last visit to this site or until the end of a session.
During your visit to our website we may collect information regarding your visit, including the pages you looked
at, the links you used and other activities you performed. We may also collect certain standard information sent
by your browser to every website you visit, like your IP address, the type and the language of the browser, the
duration of your visit and the web address from which you reached our website. Insofar as these data are personal data we will only use them for the purposes described above and no longer than is necessary to achieve
these purposes.

Changes to the privacy and cookie policy
This privacy and cookie policy may be changed unilaterally by Plugwise. Changes will become effective on the
date mentioned on the announcement. You are advised to regularly read this privacy and cookie policy for possible changes.
Dutch Act on the Protection of Personal Data
We respect your privacy and comply with the rules set by the Dutch Act on the Protection of Personal Data. We
notified the processing of all personal data that Plugwise collects through our website and through the sale and
use of the Plugwise system with the Dutch Data Protection Authority in The Hague under no. 1348099.
This privacy and cookie policy has been changed most recently on 20-01-2009.

